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innumerable peoples from outside the European continent. Empires at War covers the
broad, global mobilizations that saw African solders and Chinese labourers in the
trenches of the Western Front, Indian troops in Jerusalem, and the Japanese
military occupying Chinese territory. Finally, the volume shows how the war set
the stage for the collapse not only of specific empires, but of the imperial world
order writ large.
An Introduction to the Historiography of Science Helge Kragh 1987 This book
introduces the methodological and philosophical problems with which modern history
of science is concerned, offering a comprehensive and critical review through
description and evaluation of significant historiographical viewpoints.
Incorporating discussion of key problems in general historical writing, with
examples drawn from a range of disciplines, this non-elementary introduction
bridges the gap between general history and history of science. Following a review
of the early development of the history of science, the theory of history as
applied to science history is introduced, examining the basic problems which this
generates, including problems of periodisation, ideological functions, and the
conflict between diachronical and anachronical historiography. Finally, the book
considers the critical use, and analysis, of historical sources, and the
possibility of the experiemental reconstruction of history. Aimed primarily at
students, the book's broad scope and integration of historical, philosophical and
scientific matters will interest philosophers, sociologists and general
historians, for whom there is no alternative introduction to the subject at this
level.
The Principles of the International Phonetic Association International Phonetic
Association 1912
International Bibliography of History of Education and Children's Literature
(2013) Dorena Caroli 2015
Problems of Modern Strategy Institute for Strategic Studies (London, England) 1970
Soviet Aviation And Air Power Robin Higham 2019-08-20 This book is the story of
Russian aviation and Soviet Russia's progress in preparing its strength as an air
power. It discusses the Russia-Germany connect post 1919, how Russians gained
expertise from German know-how, and post World War II progress from Stalin to
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
Space Systems Technology Regis D. Heitchue 1968
An End to Arms Walter Millis 1965
Writing the Great War Christoph Cornelissen 2020-11-01 From the Treaty of
Versailles to the 2018 centenary and beyond, the history of the First World War
has been continually written and rewritten, studied and contested, producing a
rich historiography shaped by the social and cultural circumstances of its
creation. Writing the Great War provides a groundbreaking survey of this vast body

Language and Power in the Creation of the USSR, 1917-1953 Michael G. Smith
1998-01-01 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE brings to students,
researchers and practitioners in all of the social and language-related sciences
carefully selected book-length publications dealing with sociolinguistic theory,
methods, findings and applications. It approaches the study of language in society
in its broadest sense, as a truly international and interdisciplinary field in
which various approaches, theoretical and empirical, supplement and complement
each other. The series invites the attention of linguists, language teachers of
all interests, sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, historians
etc. to the development of the sociology of language.
Russian Mathematics Education
A Cultural History of Education in the Age of Enlightenment Daniel Tröhler 2020
"'A Cultural History of Education' is the first comprehensive and
interdisciplinary overview of the cultural history of education from ancient times
to the present day. With six illustrated volumes covering 2800 years of human
history, this is the definitive reference work on the subject. Each volume adopts
the same thematic structure, covering: church, religion and morality; knowledge,
media and communications; children and childhood; family, community and
sociability; learners and learning; teachers and teaching; literacies; lifehistories. This enables readers to trace one theme throughout history, as well as
providing them with a thorough overview of each individual period" -The Custody and Courtship of Experience Pádraig Hogan 1995 Throughout most of the
history of Western civilization, Christianity and Classical ideals played a
dominant part in education. In most western countries, however, this is no longer
the case. In modern pluralist Democracies, church influence struggles with
pervasive influences from elsewhere for the hearts and minds of the public.
Educational policy remains, however, an instrument to be used by major power
groups, and in many countries has become, to a greater or lesser extent, an active
or unwitting accomplice in furthering acquisitiveness and the accumulation of
material advantage.
Empires at War Robert Gerwarth 2014-07-03 Empires at War, 1911-1923 offers a new
perspective on the history of the Great War. It expands the story of the war both
in time and space to include the violent conflicts that preceded and followed the
First World War, from the 1911 Italian invasion of Libya to the massive violence
that followed the collapse of the Ottoman, Russian, and Austrian empires until
1923. It also presents the war as a global war of empires rather than a a European
war between nation-states. This volume tells the story of the millions of imperial
subjects called upon to defend their imperial governments' interest, the theatres
of war that lay far beyond Europe, and the wartime roles and experiences of
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of work, assembling contributions on a variety of national and regional
historiographies from some of the most prominent scholars in the field. By
analyzing perceptions of the war in contexts ranging from Nazi Germany to India’s
struggle for independence, this is an illuminating collective study of the complex
interplay of memory and history.
Eastern European Mathematics Education in the Decades of Change Alexander Karp
2020-05-04 This contributed volume is devoted to the recent history and evolution
of mathematics education in Eastern Europe, exploring how it was influenced by
social and political changes in this part of the world. Despite the broad
recognition of the importance of these changes, little scholarship exists that
examines the ways in which they were followed by changes in the teaching of
mathematics in the post-socialist countries. Indeed, the analyzed processes are
complex and vary across the states. Accordingly, this book touches on many
factors--including differences in cultures and traditions – that find expression
in the teaching of mathematics. Specifically, this volume seeks to explore what
changes there were in education in general and in the position of mathematics in
school education in these years, and how these changes may be explained and
documented; what changes there were in the content of mathematics education and
its assessment, and how were they motivated and adopted; what new textbooks
appeared and what new methodological ideas were offered in them; how and why
mathematics teacher education and/or professional development changed; what was
the role (if any) of foreign influences on mathematics education, etc.The book
will be of interest to both researchers in mathematics education and
practitioners-teachers, as well as a broader audience of historians and educators
exploring the political aspects of education.
Connecting Histories of Education Barnita Bagchi 2014-03-30 The history of
education in the modern world is a history of transnational and cross-cultural
influence. This collection explores those influences in (post) colonial and
indigenous education across different geographical contexts. The authors emphasize
how local actors constructed their own adaptation of colonialism, identity, and
autonomy, creating a multi-centric and entangled history of modern education. In
both formal as well as informal aspects, they demonstrate that transnational and
cross-cultural exchanges in education have been characterized by appropriation,
re-contextualization, and hybridization, thereby rejecting traditional notions of
colonial education as an export of pre-existing metropolitan educational systems.
Cross Cultural Chairs Matteo Guarnaccia 2021-06
Lexicon Palaeslovenico-Græco-Latinum emendatum auctum edidit Fr. Miklosich Franz
von MIKLOSICH 1865
The Fugu Plan Marvin Tokayer 2004-05-01 If someone who is rich and powerful comes
to you for a favor, you dont persecute him -- you help him. Having such a person
indebted to you is a great insurance policy. There was one nation that did treat
the Jews as if they were powerful and rich. The Japanese never had much exposure
to Jews, and knew very little about them. In 1919 Japan fought alongside the antiSemitic White Russians against the Communists. At that time the White Russians
introduced the Japanese to the book, "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion". The
Japanese studied the book and, according to all accounts, naively believed its
propaganda. Their reaction was immediate and forceful -- they formulated a plan to
encourage Jewish settlement and investment into Manchuria. People with such wealth
and power as the Jews possess, the Japanese determined, are exactly the type of
people with whom we want to do business! The Japanese called their plan for Jewish
settlement "The Fugu Plan". The fugu is a highly poisonous blowfish. After the
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toxin-containing organs are painstakingly removed, it is used as a food in Japan,
and is considered an exquisite delicacy. If it is not prepared carefully, however,
its poison can kill a person. The Japanese saw the Jews as a nation with highly
valuable potential, but, as with the fugu, in order to take advantage of that
potential, they had to be extremely careful. Otherwise, the Japanese thought, the
plan would backfire and the Jews would annihilate Japan with their awesome power.
The Japanese were allies of the Nazis, yet they allowed thousands of European
refugees -- including the entire Mirrer Yeshivah -- to enter Shanghai and Kobe
during World War II. They welcomed these Jews into their country, not because they
bore any great love for the Jews, but because they believed that Jews had access
to enormous resources and amazingly influential power, which could greatly benefit
Japan. If anti-Semites truly believe that Jews rule the world, why dont they all
relate to Jews like the Japanese did? The fact that Jews are generally treated as
outcasts proves that people do not really believe that Jews are anywhere near as
wealthy or powerful as they claim. It proves that anti-Semites do not take their
own propaganda seriously.
Philosophy and Educational Policy Christopher Winch 2004 This book is designed to
provide an up-to-date introduction to the philosophy of education. It addresses
many of the 'traditional' topics in the field, as well as more contemporary policy
issues in education, including: * values, aims and society * culture and the
curriculum * learning: knowledge and imagination * pedagogy and prescription *
standards, performance and assessment * civic and personal education * autonomy
and liberal education * vocationalism, training and economics * markets, politics
and education (including private schooling and education at home) * education in
multicultural societies. The book is for undergraduate students of education,
politics and philosophy. It is written in a clear style and presupposes no
previous knowledge of the subject. The authors include detailed lists of suggested
further reading. They also pose key questions for discussion and reflection at the
end of each chapter, raising issues such as: * should all children be educated by
the state? * to what extent should a state education reflect compromises about
values between different interest groups within a society? * should education
policy be coordinated with economic policy? * has a market a role to play in the
organisation and running of education?* how should religious education be
organised in a society whose popualtion holds a variety of different religious
beliefs?
Poilu Louis Barthas 2014-03-28 “An exceptionally vivid memoir of a French
soldier’s experience of the First World War.”—Max Hastings, New York Times
bestselling author Along with millions of other Frenchmen, Louis Barthas, a
thirty-five-year-old barrelmaker from a small wine-growing town, was conscripted
to fight the Germans in the opening days of World War I. Corporal Barthas spent
the next four years in near-ceaseless combat, wherever the French army fought its
fiercest battles: Artois, Flanders, Champagne, Verdun, the Somme, the Argonne.
First published in France in 1978, this excellent new translation brings Barthas’
wartime writings to English-language readers for the first time. His notebooks and
letters represent the quintessential memoir of a “poilu,” or “hairy one,” as the
untidy, unshaven French infantryman of the fighting trenches was familiarly known.
Upon Barthas’ return home in 1919, he painstakingly transcribed his day-to-day
writings into nineteen notebooks, preserving not only his own story but also the
larger story of the unnumbered soldiers who never returned. Recounting bloody
battles and endless exhaustion, the deaths of comrades, the infuriating
incompetence and tyranny of his own officers, Barthas also describes spontaneous
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acts of camaraderie between French poilus and their German foes in trenches just a
few paces apart. An eloquent witness and keen observer, Barthas takes his readers
directly into the heart of the Great War. “This is clearly one of the most
readable and indispensable accounts of the death of the glory of war.”—The Daily
Beast (“Hot Reads”)
Weekly Climate Bulletin 1989
Translation in Russian Contexts Brian James Baer 2017-07-28 This volume represents
the first large-scale effort to address topics of translation in Russian contexts
across the disciplinary boundaries of Slavic Studies and Translation Studies, thus
opening up new perspectives for both fields. Leading scholars from Eastern and
Western Europe offer a comprehensive overview of Russian translation history
examining a variety of domains, including literature, philosophy and religion.
Divided into three parts, this book highlights Russian contributions to
translation theory and demonstrates how theoretical perspectives developed within
the field help conceptualize relevant problems in cultural context in pre-Soviet,
Soviet, and post-Soviet Russia. This transdisciplinary volume is a valuable
addition to an under-researched area of translation studies and will appeal to a
broad audience of scholars and students across the fields of Translation Studies,
Slavic Studies, and Russian and Soviet history.
The Cambridge history of the First World War Winter [Hrsg.] 2014
Introduction to the Educational Sciences Gaston Mialaret 1985
Rethinking the History of Education T. Popkewitz 2013-06-05 Drawing on a wide
variety of traditions and methods in historical studies, from the humanities and
social sciences both, this volume considers the questions, methods, goals, and
frameworks historians of education from a wide variety of countries use to create
the study of the history of education.
A Cultural History of Aramaic Holger Gzella 2015-01-08 In A Cultural History of
Aramaic, Holger Gzella comprehensively describes the history of Aramaic and its
socio-cultural underpinnings as an ongoing linguistic evolution between its
emergence and the spread of Arabic through the Near East (ca. 1000 BCE-700 CE).
Introduction to Theories of Personality Calvin S. Hall 1985-03-07 A comprehensive,
clearly written text designed for undergradauate courses in introductory
personality. Describes and interprets the major theories of personality.
Emphasizes each theory's significance and application. Includes figures, tables,
summaries, and boxed inserts featuring biographies and applications of theory to
research.
Education And «Paedagogik» Blanka Kudlácová 2019-09-18 The book is a philosophical
and historical reflection of education and the science of education (Ger.
Pädagogik) as an academic as well as scientific discipline in the countries of
Central, Southern and South-Eastern Europe.
Philosophy in Revolution Howard Selsam 1976
The Great War in History Jay Winter 2020-12-03 The first comprehensive survey of
interpretations of the Great War from 1914 to 2020.
The Decline of Bismarck's European Order George Frost Kennan 2020-09-01 In an
attempt to discover some of the underlying origins of World War I, the eminent
diplomat and writer George Kennan focuses on a small sector of offstage events to
show how they affected the drama at large long before the war even began. In the
introduction to his book George Kennan tells us, "I came to see World War I . . .
as the great seminal catastrophe of this century--the event which . . . lay at the
heart of the failure and decline of this Western civilization." But, he asks, who
could help being struck by the contrast between this apocalyptic result and the
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"delirious euphoria" of the crowds on the streets of Europe at the outbreak of war
in 1914! "Were we not," he suggests, "in the face of some monstrous
miscalculation--some pervasive failure to read correctly the outward indicators of
one's own situation?" It is from this perspective that Mr. Kennan launches a
"micro-history" of the Franco-Russian relationship as far back as the 1870s in an
effort to determine the motives that led people "to wander so blindly" into the
horrors of the First World War.
Handbook on the History of Mathematics Education Alexander Karp 2014-01-25 This is
the first comprehensive International Handbook on the History of Mathematics
Education, covering a wide spectrum of epochs and civilizations, countries and
cultures. Until now, much of the research into the rich and varied history of
mathematics education has remained inaccessible to the vast majority of scholars,
not least because it has been written in the language, and for readers, of an
individual country. And yet a historical overview, however brief, has become an
indispensable element of nearly every dissertation and scholarly article. This
handbook provides, for the first time, a comprehensive and systematic aid for
researchers around the world in finding the information they need about historical
developments in mathematics education, not only in their own countries, but
globally as well. Although written primarily for mathematics educators, this
handbook will also be of interest to researchers of the history of education in
general, as well as specialists in cultural and even social history.
China and the New International Order Wang Gungwu 2008-01-30 This book explores
China's place in the ‘new international order’, from both the international
perspective and from the perspective within China. It discusses how far the new
international order, as outlined by George Bush in 1991 after the collapse of the
Soviet Union and the liberation of Kuwait in the Gulf War, with its notions of
‘international order’, as viewed by the United States, and with the United States
seeing itself as the single dominant power, applies to China. The contributors
offer the implications, both positive and negative, of China's growing economic
power, and the possibility that China will increase its military power. They also
examine the idea that the Chinese leadership is being carried along itself by
events in China, which it does not fully control, and that other growing forces
within China, such as nationalism, increasing social grievances, structural
instability, and rivalry between the centre and the regions potentially work
against China's growing strength in the international arena. Considering
traditional Chinese notions of ‘international’ power, where the world is seen as
sino-centric, with neighbouring countries subservient to China in varying degrees,
the book argues that this represents a fundamentally different view of the
international order, one where the equal sovereignty of every state does not
apply, where there is an acknowledged hierarchy of power, and where domestic and
international issues are highly interdependent.
Future of Jobs IntroBooks Team Times are changing and the labor markets are under
immense burden from the collective effects of various megatrends. Technological
growth and grander incorporation of economies along with global supply chains have
been an advantage for several workers armed with high skills and in growing
occupations. However, it is a challenge for workers with low or obsolete skills in
diminishing zones of employment. Business models that are digitalized hire workers
as self-employed instead of standard employees. People seem to be working and
living longer, but they experience many job changes and the peril of skills
desuetude. Inequalities in both quality of job and earnings have increased in
several countries. The depth and pace of digital transformation will probably be
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shocking. Industrial robots have already stepped in and artificial intelligence is
making its advance too. Globalization and technological change predict the great
potential for additional developments in labor market performance. But people
should be ready for change. A progression of creative annihilation is probably
under way, where some chores are either offshored or given to robots. A better
world of for jobs cannot be warranted – a lot will be contingent on devising the
right policies and institutes in place.
A History of Popular Education Sjaak Braster 2014-10-20 Popular Education is a
concept with many meanings. With the rise of national systems of education at the
beginning of the nineteenth-century, it was related to the socially inclusive
concept of citizenship coined by privileged members with vested interests in the
urban society that could only be achieved by educating the common people, or in
other words, the uncontrollable masses that had nothing to lose. In the twentiethcentury, Popular Education became another word for initiatives taken by religious
and socialist groups for educating working-class adults, and women. However, in
the course of the twentieth-century, the meaning of the term shifted towards
empowerment and the education of the oppressed. This book explores the several
ways in which Popular Education has been theoretically and empirically defined, in
several regions of the world, over the last three centuries. It is the result of
work by scholars from Europe and the Americas during the 31st session of the
International Standing Conference on the History of Education (ISCHE) that was
organised at Utrecht University, the Netherlands in August 2009. This book was
originally published as a special issue of Paedagogica Historica.
Transactions of the ... Conference 1952
Russia in Flames Laura Engelstein 2017-09-26 A century ago, the three-hundredyear-old Romanov dynasty was toppled, replaced first by an interim government and
then by the world's first self-proclaimed socialist society. This was no narrative
of ten earth-shaking days but one of months and years of compounding strife, a
struggle forpower by competing ideologies and regions and classes and political
parties and ethnicities, all rushing to fill the vacuum left by the collapse of
the tsarist regime, brought down by the First World War, that massive exercise in
state-driven violence. At the center of it all is the unlikely triumphof Lenin's
Bolsheviks, first in their ruthless seizure of power and then, by
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institutionalizing violence and terror, their eventual victory over equally brutal
but less effective opponents. For seven years, through war, revolutionary
upheaval, and civil strife, one Russia replaced another; oldinstitutions and ways
of life were wiped away or adapted to new purposes. Laura Engelstein's monumental
new history of the Russian Revolution brings to life the events that sparked and
then fueled the revolution as it spread out across the vestiges of an entire
empire - from St. Petersburg and Moscow across the Steppes, the Caucuses, and
Siberia, to the Pacific Rim.Russia in Flames is a vivid account of a state in
crisis so profound and transformative that it not only shook the world but
irrevocably altered it.
Army Digest 1971
De Facto Federalism in China Yongnian Zheng 2007 This book is the first attempt to
conceptualize ChinaOCOs central-local relations from the behavioral perspective.
Although China does not have a federalist system of government, the author
believes that, with deepening reform and openness, ChinaOCOs central-local
relations is increasingly functioning on federalist principles. Federalism as a
functioning system in China is under studied. The author defines the political
system existing in China as OC de facto federalismOCO, and provides a detailed
analysis of its sources and dynamics in the book. The system is mainly driven by
two related factors OCo inter-governmental decentralization and globalization.
While economic decentralization since the 1980s has led to the formation of de
facto federalism, globalization since the 1990s has accelerated this process and
generated increasingly high pressure on the Chinese leadership to institutionalize
de facto federalism by various measures of selective recentralization."
Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning Jay Winter 1996-07-13 Jay Winter's powerful and
substantial new study of the "collective remembrance" of the Great War offers a
major reassessment of one of the critical episodes in the cultural history of the
twentieth century. Using a wide variety of literary, artistic and architectural
evidence, Dr. Winter looks anew at the ways, many of them highly traditional, in
which communities endeavored to find collective solace after the carnage of the
First World War. The result is a profound and moving book, of seminal importance
for the attempt to understand the course of European history during the first half
of the twentieth century.
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